Season FURNITURE
Ultimate Solution for exclusive living
Come .... Be Inspired ....

Where do dreams come from? Our eyes take images and our minds put them together. We feast our eyes on ideas we like and whip up our own self-expressive blends.

Welcome to the unique world of furniture. We manufacture furniture for a better way of living. We have been successfully delivering projects viz. Villas, Buildings, Furnished Apartments, Corporate Offices, Showrooms, Schools, Real Estates, Banks & Restaurants, Architect’s, Consultant’s and Owner’s requirements are our priorities. We create harmony with basic design of any project, working alongside with Interior Designers.

We have been bringing in technological know-how of furniture from Germany and United Kingdom to incorporate and upgrade locally manufactured furniture. It ultimately matches, and saves cost & time thereby giving maximum benefits to our customers.

The Expert Planners & Designers, Contemporary Architecture, Unique Tones & Textures and Skilled Craftsmen & Installers are our intangible assets enabling us to accomplish the projects well within the scheduled time to give total satisfaction to people who demand highest standards in computer design, quality and craftsmanship.

We draw our inspiration from continuous endeavor which facilitate us to enhance product value for our valued customers.

It has been our pleasure to serve the people of U.A.E. for the past 20 years with great enthusiasm.

Come to us... Seagon will turn your dreams into reality.

Season Furniture

For demanding, tailor-made and customized in-door furniture practical for today’s modern lifestyle there is only one solution Seagon FURNITURE.

We provide a range of products for Living Room, Hall, Kitchen, Dining Room, Bedroom set, Wardrobe, Dressing Room, Bathroom, Vanity Units, Showroom and Office furniture.

Specialist in various finishes: MDF Painted, MDF Melamine, MDF Semi Glossy & Glossy, Wood Grain, MDF Veneer Finish with Lacquer Matt & Glossy and PVC Wrap.

Seagon FURNITURE finishes in a new style, elegant free standing pieces, functional solutions and perfectly matching furniture for a stylish, spacious, practical and total harmonious room scheme in modern or classical design.
Kitchen & Dining Room

Customized Design, Elegant Look and Affordable, ensuring delivery in time.

Wide Range, Diverse Textures, Luxurious Look, Desirable Tones & Colour Shades and Varied Forms & Functions.

Maximum Storage Combination up to desired height and diverse dimensions of various units to suit your choice of designs.

Decorative Accessories incorporating thoughtful design features, such as glass-frame display units, display shelving, integrated and free standing appliance-units with stainless steel accessories.

Wide range of sturdy and durable kitchen counters and work-tops made out of granite, marble, corian and various other surfaces.

Season FURNITURE designs KITCHEN with a wide range of units, appliances and accessories allowing plenty of scope for building in your own ideas to meet every conceivable need. We make them easy and pleasant to work in, enhancing utility value. Using a unique amalgam of modern materials, computerized designs, contemporary machines and traditional & modern craftsmanship providing convenience to all functions of a working kitchen.
Doors

Season manufactures all types of doors:
- Solid wooden doors
- Panelled and glass doors
- Flush doors
- High Glossy / Deco paint doors
- Polyester / Matt finish for veneered doors

Season manufactures doors from different types of woods:
- Beach wood
- Burma Teak
- Ash wood
- African Teak
- Meranti Wood

As specified by the consultant / owner.

Season furniture manufactures, certified civil Defense approved doors (Fire Rated) approved doors as specified by Dubai Municipality.

Season Furniture works with Project Owners, Architects, Consultants, Interior Designers, Engineers & Contractors to deliver the product on time with the best quality within the speculated Budget.
Bed Room Set, Wardrobe & Dressing Room

Maximum height can be obtained for additional storage spaces.

Additional shelves, drawers, hangers, mirrors, doors and decorative handles etc. can be accommodated as per client’s requirements.

Wardrobes matching to bedroom sets, dressing room and bathroom can be conveniently made as per demand.

Flexibility offered as we blend with any chosen colour schemes, allowing you to create your own ideal living space offering Aesthetic Appeal. Beautiful Appearance and Versatile Storage.

Season FURNITURE offers mix ‘n’ match WARDROBES with a wide range of tones and textures to choose from. Adapt your storage to suit your need. Providing a feeling of comfort and spaciousness are our formidable features.

Bath Room & Vanity Units

Wide range of counters, as per your design, finish and requirement to make more comfortable bath room.

Plans and Designs of bathroom units are made to ensure that they are water resistant and in harmony with the varied colour schemes of bathroom tiles.

Interior fittings such as Cabinets, Storage Spaces and Decorative Mirrors are delivered to keep tidy and elegant bathroom.

Season FURNITURE has been manufacturing functional and aesthetically perfect BATHROOM comfort, perfected in every form reflected in every last detail. We emphasize on these elements by providing bathroom and matched vanity counters best suited to your own personal lifestyle and requirements.
Pargolas

Wooden Pargolas are made from Solid Wood in Different Profiles and sections:

Metals angles, fischer bolts, Steel wires along with metal shoes are used to hold and erect the structure.

Different styles are used to erect Pargolas in a combination of metal, Wood and Glass.

Gazebos are External features and are generally used for and in...

- Gazebos in Gardens and Barbeque Area.
- Car Parks
- Pargolas to cover Balconys
- To cover large Terrace Areas.
- Cover Private Swimming Pools.
- Cover and Provide shade in open area.
- Beach Sittings like Benches, Lazy Chairs.
- Open air restaurants.
- Swimming area Decking (Flooring).

Gazebo Hut Tops (Roof) can be made in:

- Wooden Louvers.
- Dried Hay.
- Cladded porcelain clay.

Basically a lot can be made like out side Benches, Tables, Patios, Solid Wooden flooring etc., in accurate Design, Sizes and Colour to bring Harmony to your villa, garden and building structure.

Accurate and cozy lighting features can be adapted in Wood to create the right blend in your outside Sitting.
Show Room & Office Furniture

MDF Melamine & Laminated Finish in different colour shades and wood grain finish (water resistant).

Style and Comfort are important elements of our design to give you more practically operative filling cabinets, tables and counters harmonizing with the decor.

Showroom furniture is designed and planned to suit your display necessities.

Incorporating glass or metal shelving to increase space utilization and functional use.

Seagon FURNITURE has been continuously improving designs of OFFICE & SHOWROOM furniture to suit all official requirements. Office environment is human life itself. Organized activities in the office increase stability and success of the entire organization. We keep both going, by encouraging productivity and efficiency.
FIRE DOOR 1HR / 2HR WITH CIVIL DEFENCE CERTIFICATE

Details: 60/120 Minutes Mineral Core High Performance Fire Rated Doors
Civil Defence Approved Dubai - UAE

Description & Specification:

Mineral Core: 30min, 60min, 90min, 120min

Note:
- a) Vision panels, lined with silicate board on both faces. Georgian wired glass is normally provided.
- b) Fire rated door sets are to be complemented by ironmongery having test evidence for fire rating.
- c) This Technical data sheet is subject to revision without notice.
EXHIBITION

Season furniture builds exhibitions and local exhibitions stands as specified by the companies. We also design the stand once space is booked for the exhibition.

OUR MOTIVATION

Stylish Furniture
Elegant Furniture
Affordable Furniture
Spacious Furniture
Organized Furniture
Novel Furniture

PRODUCT LIST

- Doors • Kitchens • Wardrobes • Exhibitions • Vanity Counter
- Pergolas • School Furniture • Hotel Furniture
- CNC 2D / 3D Design & Carving
- Reception & Bar Counter
- Exclusive Wooden specified Office furniture
- Season Furniture Manufactures numerous kind of Doors, Solid, Panelled, Curved & Flush • Painted Veneered / PVC Wrap / Melamine Woodgrain Texture • High Gloss finish
- Matt Lacquered finish
- Fire Rated Civil defense certified (Approved) Doors
- We work along side with Architects, Consultants, Interior Designers, Project Owners, Developers, Real Estate Companies, etc.

For more details contact :

Season
Phone : 009714 - 3200366 / 3201503
Fax : 009714 - 3201304
Web : www.sfmuae.com
Email : season@sfmuae.com
Mobile : 0097150 - 5593950 - Manager

facebook
Find us on Facebook

follow US : https://www.facebook.com/seasonfurniture.manufacturing